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Strategy
Agents of Mars Starship Mage Red Falcon is a science fiction role-playing
game developed by Phosphor Games Studio and published by Paradox
Interactive. The game was released on May 9, 2023, for Microsoft
Windows, PlayStation 4, and Xbox One. The game is a spin-off of the Age
of Wonders series of turn-based strategy games.
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The game takes place in the far future, where humanity has colonized Mars
and is now engaged in a tense standoff with an alien species known as the
Nephilim. Players take on the role of a Starship Mage, a powerful warrior
who commands a starship and crew, and must lead their forces to victory
against the alien threat.
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Gameplay

Agents of Mars Starship Mage Red Falcon is a turn-based strategy game in
which players control a Starship Mage and their crew as they explore the
galaxy, engage in combat with enemy ships, and complete missions. The
game features a wide variety of ships to choose from, each with its own
unique abilities and weapons. Players can also upgrade their ships and
crew as they progress through the game.

In addition to ship-to-ship combat, Agents of Mars Starship Mage Red
Falcon also features a variety of ground-based missions. These missions
can be used to capture new territory, gather resources, or complete side
quests. Players must carefully manage their resources and forces in order
to succeed in these missions.

Lore

The lore of Agents of Mars Starship Mage Red Falcon is set in the same
universe as the Age of Wonders series of games. The game takes place in
the year 2450, after humanity has colonized Mars and the other planets of
the solar system. However, the colonists have also encountered an alien
species known as the Nephilim, who are a highly advanced and powerful
race. The Nephilim are determined to conquer the solar system, and
humanity is fighting for its survival.

Players take on the role of a Starship Mage, who are a new type of warrior
that has been created to fight the Nephilim. The Starship Mages are
powerful warriors who command starships and crews, and they are the only
hope for humanity.

Strategy



There are a number of different strategies that players can use to succeed
in Agents of Mars Starship Mage Red Falcon. Some of the most important
factors to consider include:

Ship selection: Players should choose their ships carefully, based on
the mission they are about to undertake. Some ships are better suited
for combat, while others are better suited for exploration or support.

Crew management: Players should also carefully manage their crew.
Each crew member has their own unique abilities and skills, and
players should use them wisely to maximize their chances of success.

Resource management: Players must also carefully manage their
resources. Resources can be used to build and upgrade ships, hire
new crew members, and purchase equipment.

Diplomacy: Players can also use diplomacy to their advantage. They
can form alliances with other factions, or they can negotiate with the
Nephilim to avoid conflict.

Agents of Mars Starship Mage Red Falcon is a deep and engaging strategy
game that offers players a lot of different ways to play. The game's unique
setting, compelling story, and challenging gameplay make it a must-play for
fans of the strategy genre.
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